Good morning colleagues and it‟s a great pleasure to be with you.
One of the difficulties in talking about e-learning is that it can mean so many
different things
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There are many different ways in which computers and the internet can be
used in teaching.
But when deciding which to use let me note that whenever you introduce new
ways of teaching students you always have to be aware of one fact - that
distance students never have enough time. So you need to remember the
relationship between the time students invest in a leaning mode and the value
they get out of that mode – that is, learning value vs learning time needed
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Learning value I‟ll define as the quality and amount of learning a student gets
from a particular mode. Learning time needed is the amount of time a student
needs to access and get that learning via that mode.
So for example I guess that one of the highest learning values comes from
studying paper text. #
There‟s some evidence that reading online is less effective for comprehension
so I‟d put that there. #

Other modes will appear all over the place #x10.
Students offered a choice of modes will tend to use those which are most
efficient from their point of view. So you can draw a use line #x2
– modes below that line – high learning value and short learning time – will
tend to be used at the expense of modes above that line – lower learning value
and higher time.
#x9
I‟ve placed these purely arbitrarily and in any case the placings will be different
for different students and different courses.
#
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#x9
In addition there‟s evidence that you can offer too many modes of support and
that students can get confused and overburdened by having to choose. So
anyone contemplating offering more modes has to be aware of these factors.
#
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Finally you also have to take into account that different modes will have
different costs so your diagram actually needs to be three dimensional with the
third dimension being costs to the institution # #
So your media will appear as points in 3 dimensions
#x7
And your use line will appear as a use surface
#
Even this isn't subtle enough as there are two costs involved – the cost to the
institution and the cost to the student. So we really need a 4 dimensional
diagram…. I‟ve emailed Stephen Hawkins but apparently it‟s too difficult for
him.
But enough already! We know that there are a number of issues around elearning.
#
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For me there are four in particular - popularity, retention, accessibility and
costs and complexity. Let‟s look at the evidence about each.
Take popularity first – is e-learning really popular with students?
#
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#####
Well the record so far is not good. All these e-learning ventures closed, largely
because they failed to recruit enough students – they just weren‟t popular
enough.
Recent developments in social software such as blogs, wickis, Facebook,
MySpace, Second Life and so on, don‟t seem to be altering that. A recent UK
Joint Information Services Committee survey showed that whilst students
certainly use social networking it is for socializing – they don‟t particularly want
their university in their entertainment space. As one student said to me “It‟s
like having lectures in the Student Union Bar”.
And here in New Zealand at the Open Poly the message from students is quite
clear – they still want their course material in print. They're quite right - only
last month I noticed on the New Zealand breakfasts show an optometrist
talking about „computer vision syndrome‟ – how too much time spent reading
off a screen can hurt your vision and cause fatigue and headaches. Which is
maybe why we get the message from people who use computers at work that
they‟re not that keen to come home and use one.
Actually that‟s not the only effect that intensive use of computers can have.
According to Professor Gary Small of the University of California, over-use can
lead to the threat of „techno-brain burnout‟. This is a kind of stress that over
time can impair cognition and lead to depression. So I tell Open Poly
colleagues that when they catch me dozing over my pc it‟ll be just be that I‟m in
„techno-brain burnout avoidance mode‟.

So what about retention and e-learning?
#
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Well again the evidence is unclear. There have been a number of studies of
the use of computers in education, many of which have not showed any real
benefit. A typical example was the big PISA study involving thousands of
students across Europe, which found that students using computers a lot
actually did worse than students using them less.

#
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And in a study in the UKOU we found that courses using a computer average 5
percentage points lower retention than those without, for both new and
continuing students.
There is another issue which is a particularly important one for the OU - a
distance university supposedly dedicated to widening participation - and that‟s
accessibility.
#
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This graph shows the growth in internet access at home in the UK. Access is
growing but quite slowly, and currently a third of the population do not have
internet access of any kind at home. The picture in New Zealand is similar
with dial-up connections forming nearly half the access here. The detailed
picture is also a concern:

#
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Access is very heavily concentrated in higher socio-economic groups, and
although it is relatively easy to get access via public points it‟s not clear
whether this is enough access to learn. And where there is internet access it‟s
not much used for educational activities.
So if you are concerned with educational equity there are issues that need to
be addressed.
Finally then what about costs and complexity?
#
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Clearly the direct costs to students of e-learning may well be higher in terms of
all the equipment necessary.
But what is not often not realised is that according to some experts the costs to
an institution of e-learning may well be higher than conventional learning.
The key question is - where do we get the biggest learning bang for the
smallest university buck. Will it be in e-learning or some other development? I
don‟t think the answer to that is at all clear yet.
But of course computers are getting easier to use all the time and children are
growing up more and more computer literate all the time. Well - not necessarily
#
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Personally I find my pc is as difficult to use now as when I started using one
years ago. I‟m always reminded of the story of the man who said that he
would learn to use a computer when they were as simple to use as his phone.
He now no longer knows how to use his phone.
And whilst the younger generation are very skilled in games, buying stuff and
social networking it‟s not yet clear whether those skills will lead to proficiency in
e-learning – the research on that is still to be done.

And finally it‟s sometimes useful to take a lesson from history.
#
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“The Motion picture will replace text books in schools” – well it‟s not happened
yet. And I don‟t suppose anyone here is old enough to remember the Teaching
Machines of the sixties, which came and very quickly went. And as for
Educational Television – even the OU has given up on that.
In other words the lesson from history is that new technologies are not always
successfully applied to education.
So I‟ve been fairly negative about e-learning so far. That‟s partly because I
think it‟s been overhyped. Actually I do think there are places where the use of
technology could be a help in improving student success. Let me take one in
particular as an example #
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I think we can exploit the communication possibilities that e-learning gives us
to switch on students‟ learning motivation – I‟ll explain what I mean in a
moment. But for that to happen in a cost-effective way I think that we need a
new theory of student support.
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#
Let me explain what I mean. I‟ve been in the OU for nearly 30 years and
increasingly I‟ve been worried about the theory we use to support students.
You may think that it‟s bit late for me to start worrying now but I remember the
quote due to Engels
#
“Theory without practice is sterile. But practice without theory is blind.” When I
looked at the current practice of OU student support it seems to hinge on two
factors:

#
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One is to identify areas where students may have weaknesses in their
educational backgrounds and tell them how to overcome them.
The other is to advise them on how to develop „learning skills‟.
But both these approaches seemed problematic to me.
#
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Some years ago at a retention conference in California I heard a Professor
Edward Anderson who gave a presentation saying that „Remediation‟ (that is,
advising students on how to overcome their weaknesses) was not necessarily
effective in the long term.
And indeed if you look there is evidence that where researchers actually follow
up the results of remedial advice, the evidence for its efficacy may well be
slight, as shown by a recent study at the LSE.

But what about the development of learning skills? My problem was that I
couldn‟t really find out what they were. There seemed to be a circular
argument going on.
#
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Someone who was a good learner must have good learning skills
#
but the only way you could tell if someone had good learning skills was that
they were good learners.
#
I couldn‟t see a way of breaking into this circle. So I looked in the literature to
see what the evidence was about learning skills and how they could be
developed
#
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I won‟t go through these studies in detail. I still wasn‟t sure what a learning
skill was but whilst no-one denied their existence, they all agreed that there
was something else that had to come first. That something else was a
student's motivation to learn.

I was reminded of something else that Professor Anderson had said in
California:
#
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Anderson believed that motivation was the key to student success and that if
you got the motivation sorted, everything else would follow.
So I looked at learning motivation #
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In particular I wanted to know if we could help students enhance their learning
motivation? As Marx said „The philosophers have only interpreted the world.
The point, however, is to change it.'
So I looked for learning motivation theories
#
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I found that there‟s rather a lot of them! This list isn‟t exhaustive – there are
many others – and I won‟t attempt to explain them.
But there was one problem. Whilst they often gave good explanations of
learning motivation, they didn‟t really explain how we might enhance that
motivation.
Eventually I found two theories that seemed particularly interesting.
#
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These theories were „Self Theory‟ and „Positive Psychology‟. Taking them in
turn:
#
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The first is due to Carol Dweck, an American psychologist. I can best illustrate
this theory by asking you to consider briefly two questions:
Q1. You have a fixed amount of intelligence and can‟t do much to change it.

Answer – Yes or No
Q2. Success = X% intelligence + Y% effort
- Give values for X and Y
Take a minute to think about your answer to these questions. Ask what
your neighbours think! See if you can agree on a joint answer and jot it
down.

Pause
Ok let‟s see what Dweck is about
#
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If you said yes to 1 and your value of X was greater than Y then you have an
„Entity‟ theory of your intelligence.
If you said „no‟ to 1 and your value of X was less than Y then you have an
„Incremental‟ theory of your intelligence.
If you said „what does he mean by intelligence?‟ then just bear with me on this
one, and if your value of X plus Y didn‟t equal one hundred then maybe you‟re
from Treasury.

Now I‟m reducing an entire book to two questions which is hardly fair. But
what does Dweck mean by this distinction?
#
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Well, Dweck says that people have theories about their own intelligence. You
either believe that your intelligence is fixed and you can‟t do much to change it
– you‟re an entity theorist - or you believe that your intelligence is malleable you can change it through effort – you‟re an incrementalist.

Dweck argues that this self–belief has a fundamental effect on your motivation
and how you behave when you run into difficulties.
# She says that entity theorists will certainly try hard, but when they find the
going difficult they will tend to assume that they‟ve reached the limit of their
intelligence, that‟s there‟s not much they can do about it and will give up.
An incremental theorist on the other hand will just see difficulties as a reason to
struggle harder. They may still fail in the end but their chances of ultimate
success will be much greater.
To see whether this theory could enhance student success she did a study in a
New York school.
#
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She taught a group of students that their intelligence was malleable – she tried
to turn them into „incremental theorists‟. She found significant positive
effects in grades in this group.
This finding was important for two reasons:
1. the intervention was quite short – just a couple of classes
2. the effect was long-lasting. Once students believed that they could
succeed, their application to their studies was greatly increased. As she
noted “..the effects are far beyond what you might expect from the
simplicity of the interventions”.
Another psychologist Julio Garcia described a similar technique as „like flicking
a light switch, releasing the motivation and abilities that students had all
along‟ – a metaphor that I particularly like.
#
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And there us now general agreement amongst psychologists that effort and
persistence are more important to success than basic ability - as instanced
in a recent quote in the Scientific American „Mind‟

But one experiment doesn‟t amount to a theory. Then I met a one of the OU‟s
psychologists and told her my problem. “What you need Ormond” she said
“is Positive Psychology”
#
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She explained that ordinary psychology studies why people are miserable.
Positive Psychology is a new approach that tries to explain why they are
happy. It concentrates on people‟s strengths rather than their weaknesses.
You may have come across it as the study of „Well-being‟ – even politicians are
taking an interest in it. Which may be a bad sign of course.
Anyway my positive psychologist said she would draw up a nine point plan for
a positive psychology or „strengths‟ approach to student support. And this is it.
#
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I won‟t go over these points in detail - many of them might feel familiar.
They‟re things that a good student supporter probably does without thinking,
although perhaps not as consistently or coherently.
Fundamentally what you‟re doing in this theory is looking for strengths that can
be used to overcome weaknesses. So for example take an apparently very
vulnerable student who is a single parent with children. It may well be that in
bringing up her children she has developed excellent organisational skills
which will be very useful in her studies. So you concentrate on getting her to
use these and see them as strengths. The point is that if you can help build
someone's motivation they will often find ways of overcoming difficulties that
might otherwise stop them.
There was one last thing that seemed important. And this took me back to
Professor Anderson again
#
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Anderson said that if you wanted to make a difference to student retention you
had to be proactive. It was no use waiting for students to come to you – you
had to reach out to them.
So I felt that I now had a kind of theory:
#
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This was that there needed to be interaction with the student that was
#
Proactive
#
Motivational
Every theory needs a name so I call this Proactive Motivational Support or
PaMS
„All very well‟ you might say „– how often do we have to make this proactive
contact? We don‟t have the resources to chase students up like this‟.
One answer is to quote Dweck and Garcia about how simple and short
these interventions seemed to be. But another is to look for evidence
from the literature for proactive contact:
#
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Some of these studies go back a long way such as Rekkedal‟s work in Norway.
He just used a series of postcards and found increases in assignment
submission. Visser used Keller‟s Theory of Motivation and found a retention
increase albeit in a small sample. Perhaps the most interesting study from our
perspective is by Chyung who used emails to contact students proactively and
reduced dropout considerably. I‟ll come back to that.
So we carried out some experiments in the OU
#
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I‟ve already mentioned this so I won‟t go over it again. We asked our staff to
make short phone calls using the motivational model but I couldn‟t guarantee
that it was that that made the difference. Maybe it was just the contact, not the
content.
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So I went back to my original findings and Chyung‟s work where, if you
remember, she successfully used emails to increase student retention. I
devised what I hope was a series of „motivational emails‟ for an introductory
maths course I was teaching. I wrote them using both Boniwell‟s 9 point plan,
some of Visser‟s motivational work and Anderson‟s emphasis on strengths.
They were Attention-grabbing, Short – maximum 400 words – the length of a
newspaper feature, Accessible – a readability score of at least 60, Humorous –
I don‟t think there‟s nearly enough fun in distance learning. For example when
the students were about to tackle fractions I told them about a maths teacher
I‟d met who wore a T-shirt with the slogan „6 out of 5 people have trouble with
fractions‟, Anecdotal – often telling short stories to illustrate points about study
And sent directly at roughly weekly intervals

– but always with serious ideas about learning developing strengths and
overcoming problems. For example my opening emails specifically addresses
the Entity vs Incrementalist theory of learning.
I combined this approach with occasional motivational phone calls based on
Boniwell‟s points. What I stopped doing to compensate for the extra time taken
with this method was more or less to stop teaching. If you‟ve tried to teach
maths over the phone you‟ll appreciate that that was quite a relief….
#
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Now this approach to e-learning is hardly a sophisticated use of the technology
Neither is it particularly original – I‟m sure that many teachers use this kind of
approach even if they don‟t have a theory to back it up.
But I‟m not particularly interested in either sophisticated technology or being
original. I‟m just interested in whether something enhances student success.
#
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Which this seems to. I got better results than the course average for each of
the last three years. My group sizes were too small to be statistically
significant. However these results have persuaded the UKOU to undertake a
more substantial experiment with more than 700 students whose results will
also come out in a few weeks. At which time I shall either be trying to take the
credit or be rather glad that I‟m 12 thousand miles away!
Of course I can‟t be sure which had the most effect – whether it was the phone
calls or the emails. Or whether I was just lucky. I‟d like to do some more
research. But I‟ve written a couple of short guides to using the phone and
email methods which I have here. If you‟d like copies for yourselves then let
me know and I„ll email you them.
#
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The advantages of this approach are that
It doesn‟t require students to be particularly computer literate (or tutors!)
It doesn‟t require them to have high speed broadband – just a dial-up link will
access email.

It doesn't require them to take the initiative to visit a website
It doesn‟t take a lot of teaching time.
So I‟m wondering now if instead of putting our money into Wickis, Blogs,
Podcasts, SecondLife and ever more fancy technology, we were to put it into
e-communication to proactively and motivationally support students in some
way using the latest psychological findings - we might get much better
retention for the money spent.
I‟m not writing off the possibilities of e-learning. But we need more research
and good evidence before we commit to spending millions on developments
that may not have any good effect except to enrich the software developers.
Ultimately there are two views about e-learning:
#
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#
E-learning is either a technological tapeworm…
# Or it may surprise us yet.
As an example of one of those surprises some one here has just handed me a
JISC report from the UK which suggest that that there is evidence that elearning may improve retention thorough personalization and mentoring
That sounds like something worth investigating further. The last project I tried
to set up in the OU was on study-dating or „Find a Study Friend‟ as we called it.
It‟s not yet arrived on the OU website the last time I looked – they‟re spending
too much time putting up on blogs, wickis, pod-casts and so on.
#
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In other words if you‟re assessing some mode of e-learning for use as a
teacher then you must address the issues of popularity, access, retention and
cost and complexity. If you do then your e-learning may be PRAC for
„Practical‟
But if you don‟t then e-learning may be
#
#
CRAP.
Ultimately, it will be up to us to avoid the hype, do the research, and above all
assess the evidence and decide which it is to be. So whenever you read about
another wonderful e-learning development just ask yourself all the time –
what‟s evidence? Is this practical? Or Crap?
Thanks very much!
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